CRISIS MANAGEMENT MODELS FOR HOSPITALITY INDUSTRY DURING COVID-19

Global coronavirus crisis has affected many spheres of economy including the hotel industry. To the larger scale, all travel industry sectors have been heavily affected. As hotel industry is part of economic growth and has a substantial share in world economy, tools need to be developed to create and implement a functionable crisis management model for the hospitality industry worldwide. Unfortunately, current crisis management models which are offered by scientific research have not proven their effectiveness in current situation. Households and economies are left on their own to manage crisis situation and create their own functioning crisis management models. Based on research in the field, we have analyzed the situation and offer tools for creating a working crisis management model for hotels and other accommodation establishments. The article has a practical application and can be used by the hotel operators as guideline.
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**Problem statement.** In recent year, hospitality industry has undergone tremendous changes which it had never experienced before. Overall restructure of the world economy and limited mobility of people have hindered the industry worldwide, especially hotels and other types of accommodations.

Crisis management models which are typically applied in such cases have not proven their effectiveness. This caused the researchers worldwide to seek for other means to be employed in the creation of international, national and local hotel policies and regulations.

Modern economy is so globalized that the move backwards could not be forecasted at all. And the crisis caused by coronavirus which has been at first seen as temporary problem became not only global crisis but a rather permanent move towards deglobalization of the countries of the world.

All this has left the scientists and researchers of the hospitality industry with an open question of what needs to be done to at least hold the households, not even hoping for improving their current state. The crisis has been so demoralizing for many hotel operators that any method applied within this year only took time and efforts but did not give the expected outcomes.

**Purpose of research.** This article analyses and looks deeper into the approaches applied in the hotel industry by different countries, showcases the methods used by hotel operators and examines their effectiveness. From the other hand, the article compares current situation with crisis management models in order to propose the model that could be used with some minor amendments to withstand the coronavirus crisis in the hospitality industry for hotels and other types of accommodation facilities.
The author looks through the literature on the topic and makes own analysis based on several crisis management models to propose a solution to the industry. The findings of the study may have practical meaning to the economies and households within them.

**Literature review.** According to Alves et al. (2020) citing Coombs, crisis can be defined as “a sudden and unexpected event that threatens to disrupt an organization's operations and poses both a financial and a reputational threat” (p. 2). We often think that crisis is a stage like stagnation through which any organization needs to go through. Although most researchers insist on the unanticipated character of organizational and economic crises. If companies like hotels could prepare themselves to the situation caused by the spread of coronavirus, there would be probably less tragedy in the whole hospitality industry at this stage. For instance, if the coronavirus was a slow move that the world was leaning to, the hotels would have adapted their premises and mobility arrangements, as well as food hygiene, so that safety and no risk for health would be involved in being accommodated in any country of the entire world.

But unfortunately what happened is a fast and fulminating trend in the hospitality industry which left the hotels at the stage where they had been before, not prepared to accommodating people with social distancing. And this is one of the key reasons why the industry had been so heavily damaged by the coronavirus crisis.

As Khazami et al. (2020) suggest, “the virus epidemic is unforgivable and more serious than expected” (p. 2). Many scientists compare the circumstances of coronavirus crisis to the World War II. It is inevitable that the sectors most affected by the coronavirus outbreak around the world would be suffering decades later until they recover again. According to Ioannides and Gyimothy (2020, p. 624), "the COVID-19 pandemic has halted mobility globally on an unprecedented scale, causing the neoliberal market mechanisms of global tourism to be severely disrupted".

Coronavirus is a very special case. Alves et al. (2020) also agree that due to the unique nature of the coronavirus crisis, all past research data cannot be considered sufficient. Also, the phenomena is very complex and involves so many factors, such as "social phobia, unemployment, supply chain disruption, stock market crashes, economic lockdown, and de-globalization" (Alves et al., 2020, p. 2).

As Katsadze and Milojevic (2020) mention in their thesis, any tiny external problem can trigger tourism and hospitality industry to a great extent. Not to imagine how coronavirus did, and after realizing this fact one can only think of the scale to which the hospitality industry has been really affected.

Research of literature suggests that no travel industry provider had ever developed pre-crisis management means that proved their effectiveness in practice. The talks about the importance of crisis management teams, CMPs (Crisis Management Plans) were nothing but the preparation and creation of typical documents applicable for cases of fires and other typical situations. These documents did not look at a larger scale of the whole economy or business environment which could be protected before the crisis, if companies created adaptation models and could launch them at the crisis early stages. Katsadze and Milojevic (2020) suggest that pre-crisis stages are usually noticeably short as companies are not prepared to them at all and entail containment and damage limitations only.

An interesting fact mentioned by the article by Khazami et al. (2020) is that there are more sectors affected by the troubles in tourism and hospitality industry than we might think. The authors take example of Tunisia, where economy is largely dependent on tourism and look at other sectors. The figures their study finds are astonishing. We already know that hotel industry usually facilitates economic growth and development of country's infrastructure, transportation systems, logistics, service sector like insurance, car rentals, banking and finance, and many more. But this time the example is very practical and tragic at the same time: as tourism and hotel industry are in crisis, the whole economy is in deep crisis, too.

As Alves et al. (2020) argue, "at the firm level, the core of crisis management is to develop strategies that minimize economic loss and increase resilience through a crisis event" (p. 2). In current situation, analysis of the best practices has shown that the investigation of cost structure is necessary. In order to avoid substantial economic loss, hotels and other accommodation facilities need to enter into the stage of savvy costs and only focus on retaining those clients who are ready to travel without thinking how to attract clients in general, as this would be a waste of budgets.

But crisis management models do not offer such options. They rather focus on simple steps like human resources shortages, half business closures and avoidance of all forms of investments. There are hotels which followed this model and for some of them these have proved effective, but it is a matter of hotel size and scale that determines which elements of this model can be applicable to the hotel establishments.

Based on what Alves et al. (2020) find in their research, small firms are the less flexible in coronavirus crisis. However, in our opinion, small firms are usually the most flexible ones in terms of decision making, and they can adapt their policies, prices, supply chain management, and even human resources to the crisis specifics. Large firms, as the authors suggest, have more social responsibility compliance and higher bureaucracy. But we totally disagree with this statement, as usually more bureaucracy and social responsibility compliance simply equal less flexibility.

What is interesting about crisis is that most crisis management models are based on the statement that during crisis the trust to the company is hindered, but in case with coronavirus the people's trust to hotels and accommodations is not hindered. They simply avoid hotels and other types of accommodation, including traveling in general. That is why all the proposed statements by the literature on crisis management that the key focus should be on retaining trust and maintaining reputation are not applicable in the case of current world crisis caused by the spread of coronavirus.

One of the most powerful outcomes of the current coronavirus crisis for the hospitality industry would be changes not only to the households themselves, not to the business side of the industry, but to the scientific research which at the time when it had been most needed proved its inefficiency.

Besides that, COVID-19 is not the first global pandemic which had brought changes to the hospitality industry in recent decades: there were Ebola, SARS and other viruses that affected global mobility. However, seems that nothing has been learned. And for this reason scientists now are full of criticism towards crisis management models and practices and hospitality research in general.
For instance, Gursoy and G. Chi (2020), argue the following:

"This pandemic is also likely to have a significant impact on the research agenda of hospitality marketing and management scholars. With unprecedented challenges faced by the hospitality industry in the COVID-19 era, hospitality scholars are expected to shift their research focus to develop solutions for the industry. Hospitality scholars will need to provide answers to a number of critical questions such as: what are the customers’ sentiments about patronizing a restaurant or a hotel in the time of coronavirus? Are they ready to return? If not, what will make them return?" (p. 528).

**Analysis.** We have examined the possible outcomes of coronavirus outbreak for households in general based on the research of Gursoy and G. Chi (2020). After taking into consideration various outcomes proposed by the research institutes for global economy and some of the local initiatives, we have adapted the model proposed by these researchers. Findings suggest that two of proposed scenarios have most likelihood to occur in the current worldwide crisis situation. Other scenarios have not proven to be real in current economic terms and in accordance to the research conducted by the authors. These are the figures obtained from structured analysis:

According to the scenarios proposed by Krishnan et al. (2020) in their study, smaller hotels will recover faster than the luxury hotels and larger hotel chains. This is due to the lower operating costs and overall better demand for lower-priced rooms. Also, as we believe, smaller hotels like private apartments offer less social contacts as there are few if no public zones and large reception areas.

Exhibit 2 describes the key facilities that would be needed by the tourists who stay at hotels after COVID-19 outbreak slows down:

Many companies are now intending to promote their practical advice on COVID-19 action plan for hotels and other accommodation facilities. The key points here are the focus on domestic travel, increasing the length of stays, promoting premium room types which are bigger in size, utilizing personalization, and others. All these strategies are quite logical in the time of coronavirus, but the question remains for the researchers: why and how could long-term research on crisis management not offer businesses a good set of pre-crisis management practices that would not lead to hotels businesses damaged and in many cases destroyed by the outbreak of global virus? Now business operators and consulting companies are seeking to offer their advice, their practices, they share knowledge of the situation and try to help others by own example. But nothing from the past science and research which could be more or less adaptable to the current coronavirus outbreak and its impact on the hotel industry. As Bhattacharya (2020) mentions, we are now talking about the fundamental issues in the hotel industry which may affect sales and marketing in the long run: a complete rebuilding of the customer experience which will entail new forms of customer perceptions. The author argues that "after the epidemic, customers will
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**Figure 1. Two possible scenarios about COVID-19 crisis GDP impact of COVID-19 spread, public-health response, and economic policies**

Source: McKinsey (2020, p. 79)
pay more attention to the safety of food choices" (para. 9). Hotels will need to fully rebuild their marketing towards more safety and hygiene. Forget fancy design and in-room bathtub as travelers after coronavirus will be more concerned with the clarity of materials and their safety than before. Voitika (2020) also stresses that even marketing budgets need to be readdressed towards metasearch and cites Chetan Patel who believes that "if a user is looking at your property on metasearch, they already have the intent to book. Invest more on search and metasearch to capture as many of these high-intent customers as possible and lead them to your hotel website" (para. 6).

There are two extremely critical factors for lessening the effects of coronavirus on the hotel industry worldwide: training the resilient workforce and correct government communication. As mentioned by Khazami et al. (2020) in their article, these means are important as they have direct impact on the worldwide tourist mobility. They argue that we now "need to develop creative and inventive employment solutions to ensure the resilience of the workforce after decades of precariousness" (Khazami et al., 2020, p. 3). From the other hand, government needs to be clear yet not limiting in their analysis of the current situation. Many governments are now speculating on the coronavirus outbreak, some seeking money like Ukraine, others trying to put themselves in worse situation like Spain and Italy to avoid paying to the EU. Germany, for instance, intends to keep all the tourist money within the country to maintain its economic power in post-crisis period. For this reason, so many Germans are advised not to travel abroad as it is very unsafe, which is not true at all.

Ioannides and Gyimothy (2020) provide example that there are various approaches towards how coronavirus outbreak in the global hospitality industry will affect the future of the industry. From one hand, it is believed that it may fully and radically change travel patterns of people. But from the other hand the authors provide example of studies which argue that the industry, despite the serious crises it experiences in last two centuries always bounced back.

According to Khazami et al. (2020, p. 3), "the crisis is a privileged opportunity to set up governance models with an intersectoral dimension between the key players in tourism and culture". Governments need to become mediums of information sharing who can be trusted, not doubted.

**Findings.** Study suggests that the following are the critical elements of the crisis management model which can be applied by hotels and other types of accommodation facilities in the course of global coronavirus crisis independently of the hotel size, scale, and location:

- **Flexibility** is a crucial part of any crisis management. Authors on crisis management argued for the past ten years that anti-crisis teams and intelligence systems need to be developed, companies have to be prepared for the times of crises, but the only important part for a situation like we currently have is fast and flexible decision making. Ability to adjust hotel prices fast are is important. As Alves et al. (2020) further mention, "timely communication at the management level is essential during crises" (p. 4). Katsadze and Milojevic (2020) also believe that "reliable and quick decisions are crucial when dealing with unexpected crisis and system collapse" (p. 4).

This means that each organization in its internal structure usually has mechanisms for fast reaction towards any type of external changes. Hotels as mechanisms can be different. Bigger hotels usually have higher hierarchy and for...
this reason need more time for the decision to go through. Smaller hotels, on the contrary, have less hierarchy and can be quicker in their decision-making process. Overall flexibility is highly grounded on this aspect. Without hotels' ability to make decisions in fast changing business environment, no accommodation establishment can be flexible in other modifications in periods of crisis.

Innovation and new technologies have always proven helpful in times of economic changes and challenges. As crisis is a fast change that requires adaptation, the application of innovative methods is a good practice. Alves et al. (2020) mention practices pointed out by Tang and Nong, it has been found that "social media is widely used as a channel for effective crisis communications by professionals and management" (p. 4). Sharing knowledge using the fastest and most engagement provoking methods like social media is a wonderful tool for crisis management practices. Of course, this method has been rather new and at times of coronavirus rather practically applicable than described by the theory and research, but in some five years when the crisis passes, researchers will add it to the best methods and recognize its effectiveness.

Customization is also an interesting factor of crisis management which has been seen as applicable for the hotel industry in the coronavirus summer season of 2020. As Alves et al. (2020) believe, "robustness and flexibility are highly demanding when managing transboundary crises" (p. 4). Companies that were able to customize their services, hotels that started catering for the upcoming needs of coronavirus travelers, accommodation that became more secure than ever before have won the game this summer.

Internal leadership as a whole, not just flexibility, can be also examined apart from other important issues in crisis management for hotels. Katsatze and Milojic (2020) believe that "during the crisis management phase, scholars describe the flexibility of organizational structures and the leadership skills of the managers as important internal factors for successful actions" (p. 4). More researchers believe in leaders in crisis management than models. Some suggest that there are a set of features and characteristics of leaders that can best lead organizations at times of crises.

Conclusions. Hotel industry will not recover on its own. Of course, the aspects listed in this article which we named critical are to be considered. Undoubtedly, assistance from the government and resilient workforce are needed to facilitate the reopening of many hotels and accommodation types. But the crucial point is the client experience and demand for travel which has been hindered deeply. According to Gursoy and G. Chi (2020), "since the breakeven point in the hospitality industry is relatively high due to high operating costs, the survival of many hospitality businesses heavily depends on increasing the demand for their services and products" (p. 528). Without people wanting to travel and stay at the hotels, without them being sure that hotels are a safe place to be, without news and information from mass media that traveling is easy and safe again this would not be possible to achieve. As Gursoy and G. Chi (2020) further imply, "the industry and the academia are in urgent need of behavioral and operational hospitality marketing and management research to guide the hospitality operations in the time of COVID-19 pandemics" (p. 529).

Ioannides and Gyimothy (2020) raise an important issue in their article: the impact that coronavirus outbreak had shown to the world that has been slowed down for several month and which consequences it had on the state of our global ecosystem. This is a powerful tool now in the hands of policymakers and even at the level of smaller households such as hotels, the consequences of coronavirus can be taken positive and as a good lesson to learn: hotels can apply social sustainability practices at their local level, but if trend continues to grow, this can bring a lot of change to the world in the future.

In general, the application of the above mentioned principles together with the adaptation of the practices offered by other hotels and practitioners in the field is a good combination towards creating a stable crisis management model which would serve well in the current coronavirus crisis situation. But it is necessary to understand that without pre-crisis management planning and post-crisis management analysis withstanding coronavirus would only become a temporary hospitality industry downturn.
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